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Resistive Training: A Comprehensive Study by Gideon B. Ariel, PhD
This article, published in the Clinics in Sports Medicine journal in March 1983, explores the relationship between
resistance exercises and muscle strength. The author, Gideon B. Ariel, PhD, delves into the history of resistive
training, dating back to ancient Greece, and discusses the various techniques and methods used to increase
muscle strength and size.

The article highlights the importance of muscular activity in influencing the size of skeletal muscle. Increased work
by a muscle can cause compensatory growth (hypertrophy), while disuse leads to muscle wasting (atrophy). Ariel
discusses various techniques for muscle overload, including isotonic exercises, isometric exercises, eccentric
contractions, and more.

The author also defines key terms related to resistive training, such as muscular strength, muscular endurance,
isometric training, isotonic training, isokinetic training, and others. He also discusses the role of the central
nervous system in controlling muscle contraction and the sequence of muscular activity.

The article further explores the drawbacks of current isotonic types of resistive exercises and the potential of
computerized machines in providing a more personalized and effective training regimen. Ariel concludes by
discussing the advantages of an intelligent feedback-controlled mechanism over existing resistive exercise
mechanisms.

This comprehensive study provides valuable insights into the science of resistive training, offering a deeper
understanding of the mechanisms behind muscle growth and strength development.

The article discusses the advantages of the Computerized Exercise Machine over other resistive exercise
mechanisms. The machine uses a stored-program computer to modify the feedback loop during exercise, allowing
for changes in the pattern of exercise over time. This allows for a sequential or patterned progression of resistance
for optimal training effect. The machine can also adjust the force level, speed of movement, and temporal
sequence to achieve the desired exercise pattern. The article provides examples of exercises that can be
performed on this machine that would be impossible on any other exercise machine. The article concludes that the
Computerized Exercise Machine is more effective in developing muscular strength and improving aerobic capacity
than other exercise modalities.

This article is a comprehensive review of various studies conducted on resistive training and its effects on human
physiology. The studies range from the specificity of speed of exercise, isokinetic exercise, effects of weight
training on circulorespiratory endurance, and the development of strength and muscle hypertrophy. The article
also explores the physiological basis of human performance, the comparison of isometric, isotonic, and isokinetic
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exercises, and the effects of various training programs on speed of swimming. The studies also delve into the
relationship between force and velocity in human muscle, strength variation through the range of joint motion, and
the physiological alterations consequent to circuit weight training. The article provides a rich source of information
for those interested in the science of strength and fitness training.
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